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Detailed view Art.no. 1564002

Uni Cat

UNI CAT Sensible Cat 2+1 Set

Art.-No. 1564002
EAN 4039507243098

Details

The Sensible Cat was specially developed for catfish fishing and is a bite alarm that can be used from the bank as well as
when fishing from a boat. With the help of the rubberized rod clamp, the Sensible Cat can be securely attached to the rod
blank. The sensitivity of the bite detection can be adjusted from highly sensitive to insensitive to the respective situations
and fishing techniques by turning the red sensor. The Sensible Cat reacts uncompromisingly to vibrations, but not to
vibrations such as those that can occur when boat fishing, buoy fishing and wind. With the correct setting, annoying false
alarms can be virtually eliminated. This makes this bite alarm extremely reliable. Our team angler Parick Gölzer was
significantly involved in the development of the bite alarm and incorporated all of his experience with the sensor system.
We deliberately chose not to use tilt detection because, depending on the setting, the sensor detects even the smallest
vibration and reports accordingly. The Sensible Cat is almost waterproof and is therefore a reliable partner in any weather.
The range of radio transmission is approx. 100 m under optimal conditions. Bite alarm features:
? Transport case made of shockproof plastic
? 5 different volume levels + 6th level mute
? 7 different pitches
? Night Light< br> ? Low Battery Alarm
? Operation via 2 pieces of 1.5V AAA (not included)Features Receiver:
? 5 different volume levels + 6th level mute
? Vibration alarm
? 8 different Pitches
? 3 different alarm systems: Light & Sound, Light & Vibration, Light
? Night Light
? Low Battery Alarm
? Operation via 2 pieces 1.5V AAA (not included)

No liability is assumed for the accuracy, completeness or topicality of the data provided here. If a delivered product deviates from this,
there is a right to return but no right to delivery of the goods with a characteristic specified here.
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